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ABSTRACT: Polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cell active layers
can be created by traditional blend casting (BC), where the components are mixed
together in solution before deposition, or by sequential processing (SqP), where
the pure polymer and fullerene materials are cast sequentially from different
solutions. Presently, however, the relative merits of SqP as compared to BC are
not fully understood because there has yet to be an equivalent (composition- and
thickness-matched layer) comparison between the two processing techniques. The
main reason why matched SqP and BC devices have not been compared is because
the composition of SqP active layers has not been accurately known. In this paper,
we present a novel technique for accurately measuring the polymer:fullerene film
composition in SqP active layers, which allows us to make the first comparisons
between rigorously composition- and thickness-matched BHJ organic solar cells
made by SqP and traditional BC. We discover that, in optimal photovoltaic
devices, SqP active layers have a very similar composition as their optimized BC
counterparts (≈44−50 mass % PCBM). We then present a thorough investigation of the morphological and device properties of
thickness- and composition-matched P3HT:PCBM SqP and BC active layers in order to better understand the advantages and
drawbacks of both processing approaches. For our matched devices, we find that small-area SqP cells perform better than BC
cells due to both superior film quality and enhanced optical absorption from more crystalline P3HT. The enhanced film quality
of SqP active layers also results in higher performance and significantly better reproducibility in larger-area devices, indicating that
SqP is more amenable to scaling than the traditional BC approach. X-ray diffraction, UV−vis absorption, and energy-filtered
transmission electron tomography collectively show that annealed SqP active layers have a finer-scale blend morphology and
more crystalline polymer and fullerene domains when compared to equivalently processed BC active layers. Charge extraction by
linearly increasing voltage (CELIV) measurements, combined with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, also show that the top
(nonsubstrate) interface for SqP films is slightly richer in PCBM compared to matched BC active layers. Despite these clear
differences in bulk and vertical morphology, transient photovoltage, transient photocurrent, and subgap external quantum
efficiency measurements all indicate that the interfacial electronic processes occurring at P3HT:PCBM heterojunctions are
essentially identical in matched-annealed SqP and BC active layers, suggesting that device physics are surprisingly robust with
respect to the details of the BHJ morphology.

1. INTRODUCTION

Photovoltaics based on mixtures of semiconducting polymers
and functionalized fullerenes have attracted significant interest
as low-cost solar energy harvesters.1 Improvements in device
architecture and polymer design have yielded single-junction
power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) above 9%2 and tandem-
cell efficiencies over 10%.3−5 The ability to achieve high PCEs
with these materials is predicated on forming a nanoscale

polymer−fullerene network, known as a bulk heterojunction

(BHJ), that must simultaneously dissociate excitons, transport

separated mobile charges, and suppress recombination of excess

photogenerated carriers.6,7 An extensively studied approach for
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creating such networks is the blend-casting (BC) method,
wherein the polymer and fullerene are dissolved together in
solution and then cast into a thin film. This approach is highly
sensitive to processing conditions and to material properties
because it relies on poorly understood spontaneous nanoscale
phase separation to create the desired donor−acceptor network
morphology.8 Thus, even though the BC approach is simple
and amenable to extensive optimization, it introduces
irreversible interdependencies between material properties,
processing, and morphology that limit control over BHJ
network formation and thus also device performance.9,10

Additionally, with the BC approach, it is difficult to determine
if an optimized morphology is kinetically trapped and unstable
or near a reasonable thermodynamic minimum and thus is
more suitable for long-term solar energy harvesting.
Recently, we presented an alternative to the BC method that

involves sequential deposition of the polymer and fullerene
layers from semiorthogonal solvents.11,12 This solution
sequential-processing (SqP) route involves interdiffusing the
acceptor molecule into a precast donor underlayer. Although it
involves two processing steps for the active layer instead of one,
the SqP method is advantageous for making a BHJ compared to
the BC method because it affords more control over the
polymer:fullerene network formation while still preserving
device efficiency and the ease of solution-based fabrication.13−16

A schematic illustrating the methodology behind these two
processing routes is presented in Figure 1. Though initially

misunderstood,11 it is now accepted that extensive mixing of
the donor and acceptor components must occur for optimal
SqP device performance.17−25 These interdiffusion processes in
SqP result from selective swelling of the amorphous regions of
the (donor) underlayer with the solvent used to deposit the
(acceptor) overlayer material. Additionally, thermal diffusion
from annealing can be used to intermix the two components.
The added versatility of this interdiffusion-based SqP approach
has allowed researchers to better understand the underlying
factors that give rise to functional polymer:fullerene morphol-
ogies and to use techniques that are inapplicable or detrimental

to the BC method.26−37 For instance, the polymer layers in the
SqP approach are amenable to cross-linking,33,34 chemical
doping,26 nanopatterning,36,38,39 polarization by chain align-
ment,37 and controlled solution-based deposition using a gas-
permeable cover layer,35 whereas these treatments are typically
harmful or nonbeneficial to BC device performance.40 Recently,
the SqP approach also has surpassed the BC method in
comparisons of globally optimized device performance in
multiple semiconducting polymer systems.41,42

Despite all of these advantages, there still has not been a
stringent comparison of the nanoscale networks formed via SqP
and BC to determine what differences, if any, exist between
them. The main reason for this lack of comparison is that the
polymer:fullerene film composition in the SqP processing route
is not accurately known because the components are deposited
separately instead of from a premixed solution. To the best of
our knowledge, only approximate, indirect estimates of the SqP
film composition have been made using a variety of methods,
including solid-film UV−vis absorption spectroscopy,43 photo-
luminescence (PL) quenching,18 neutron reflectivity,17,19 and
time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC).20 Since all of
this previous work gives only approximate compositions, the
overall morphology/processing/performance relationships are
not well-known for SqP active layers, so equivalent head-to-
head comparisons of the two approaches summarized in Figure
1 have not been carried out to date.
In this article, we present a rigorous comparison of the

nanoscale morphological and photovoltaic properties of
composition- and thickness-matched SqP and BC bulk
heterojunction solar cells made from active layers composed
of poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl
C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM). To do this, we first
developed a new method for accurately determining the overall
SqP film composition and then used this method to produce
composition- and thickness-matched BC and SqP layers. When
examining these thickness- and composition-matched BC and
SqP P3HT:PCBM solar cells, we find that the optimal SqP
active-layer composition is between 44 and 50 mass % PCBM.
This is more PCBM-rich than expected based on our previous
work20,43 and lies in the same optimal regime as BC
P3HT:PCBM films.44 Furthermore, structural characterization
shows that SqP films have a higher degree of both polymer and
fullerene molecular ordering than equivalent BC films and that
the SqP P3HT:PCBM films are blended on a slightly finer scale
than the matched BHJs produced by BC. Despite these
differences in molecular crystallinity and nanoscale BHJ
morphology, matched SqP and BC films have remarkably
similar electronic and photovoltaic properties in small-scale
devices. However, when we compare matched films in larger
active area devices, the SqP route yields higher device
performance and significantly better reproducibility due to
enhanced film quality. Overall, even when matched as closely as
possible, SqP and BC produce different nanoscale BHJ
architectures; however, these different architectures lead to
similar device performance (in small active areas), showing that
polymer-based BHJ photovoltaics surprisingly can tolerate a fair
range of nanometer-scale BHJ structures.

2. METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE COMPOSITION
OF POLYMER:FULLERENE FILMS

Experimental details for the standard, well-established,
techniques used in this work can be found in the Supporting

Figure 1. Active-layer BHJ formation approaches for the SqP and
traditional BC methods. The SqP method creates a BHJ network by
interdiffusion of the acceptor into a host donor matrix, whereas the
traditional BC approach relies upon spontaneous nanoscale phase
separation. The questions we aim to address here are: is the final BHJ
structure from the two methods the same, or not, and what
implications does the respective processing route have for device
performance?
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Information. Here we detail only our original method for
obtaining the composition of SqP active layers.
SqP films were made by casting a PCBM overlayer dissolved

in dichloromethane (DCM) on top of a predeposited 130 ± 5
nm thick P3HT underlayer cast from o-dichlorobenzene
(ODCB). Since the amount of PCBM deposited onto the
P3HT film is unknown, the total mass ratio of P3HT to PCBM
in the final film is also not known. Although it may seem safe to
assume that UV−vis absorption measurements on thin-film
samples can be used to calculate solid-state film compositions,
in fact the polymer extinction coefficients can vary significantly
with the crystallinity of the polymer, and a myriad of other
effects also can affect solid-film absorbance measurements (e.g.,
scattering, interference, reflectivity, etc.). As a result, the
composition cannot be accurately determined from solid-state
optical absorption, as will be revealed in detail below.
Instead of using solid-film absorbance measurements, our

approach for determining an active layer’s stoichiometry
involves redissolving the film after casting/processing and
fitting the resulting dilute-solution absorption spectrum to a
linear combination of the individual-component spectra (Figure
2a and inset to Figure 2b). Procedurally, we first remove the
outer edges of the film with a razor, leaving only the area where
solar cells are fabricated. We scratch away the outer edge of the
films as a precautionary measure because by eye this region
looks different, and it has no relevance to the questions at hand.
Once the edges are removed, the active layer is then redissolved
in ODCB and transferred to a 1 mm thick cuvette. Even after
thermal annealing, we found that P3HT:PCBM films readily
dissolve in ODCB. We carried out the redissolving/washing
step at least 3−4 times for each film in order to fully remove all
material from the surface of the substrate. If the substrate was
insufficiently cleaned, the compositions determined for BC
films appeared anomalously rich in PCBM by roughly 10 mass
%. We suspect that these anomalous compositions arise from
insufficient cleaning are due to the higher propensity for P3HT
to remain on the substrate rather than enter solution upon
redissolving. Fortunately, this issue can be easily avoided by
simply washing away the entirety of the film. The final solutions

typically had peak optical densities in the range of 0.1−0.2 and
concentrations on the order of 0.05 mg/mL for each
component.
Figure 2a shows the solution-phase absorption spectrum of a

redissolved 1:0.8 P3HT:PBCM mass ratio BC film (black
circles) along with a fit (blue curve) of the absorption to the
sum of the individual solution-phase components:

λ λ λ= +A BOD ( ) OD ( ) OD ( )Soln PCBM PCBM P3HT P3HT (1)

where APCBM and BP3HT are fitting coefficients representing the
amount of each material, ODSoln(λ) is the measured optical
density of the composite (dissolved film) solution, ODPCBM(λ)
is the normalized optical density of a dilute pure PCBM
solution in ODCB (red curve), and ODP3HT(λ) is the
normalized optical density of a dilute pure P3HT solution in
ODCB (black curve). We fit the entire solution spectrum to
take advantage of the full spectral information and also to
minimize/recognize any effects of impurities or aggregation.
We found that the fits to eq 1 were excellent (Figure 2a is
typical) and unaffected by the use of different P3HT or PCBM
material batches or extensive thermal annealing. Clearly this
approach is general and can be extended to a wide range of
soluble organic molecule combinations.
Since the dilute redissolved solutions faithfully follow Beer’s

law with invariant extinction coefficients, the ratio of the fitted
coefficients APCBM/BP3HT is equal to the PCBM/P3HT mass
ratio of the solution/redissolved film. To confirm this, Figure
2b plots the ratio of eq 1 fit coefficients for as-prepared dilute
BC solutions (red circles) as a function of their actual PCBM/
P3HT mass ratio. As expected, all points fall on a line of slope
one and intercept zero. Figure 2b also plots the ratio of eq 1 fit
coefficients obtained from a series of redissolved BC films (blue
squares) as a function of their actual mass ratio, which falls on
the same line of slope one and intercept zero, proving that a
film’s composition can be accurately determined by our
method. We note that the dissolved BC film data in Figure 2
are averages over three separate substrates with standard
deviations that are smaller than the symbol size, demonstrating
that the method is highly reproducible.

Figure 2. (a) Solution-phase absorption spectrum (blue curve) of a redissolved 1:0.8 P3HT:PCBM weight ratio BC film (obtained from the
procedure shown in the inset of panel b), along with its fit to a linear combination of the pure solution-phase P3HT (black curve) and PCBM (red
curve) components. (b) Test of this procedure on BC films and solutions with known composition. The fitted P3HT:PCBM mass ratio (eq 1) of BC
solutions (red spheres) and redissolved BC films (blue squares) as a function of their actual mass ratio; the black line is a reference with slope 1 and
intercept zero. Clearly, the solution UV−vis of a redissolved blend film can accurately recover the film’s composition. Each point is the average of
three substrates/solutions, and the error bars (one standard deviation) are smaller than the plotted symbols.
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3. COMPARING THE ACTIVE-LAYER COMPOSITION
AND MORPHOLOGY OF MATCHED SqP AND BC
P3HT:PCBM FILMS
3.1. Revealing the SqP Film Composition. After

establishing that our composition measurement technique
was accurate and reproducible, we applied it to P3HT:PCBM
SqP films processed over a range of conditions representative of
what is employed in the literature.11,23,24,31 Figure 3 shows SqP

film compositions resulting from a series of active layers made
by casting a PCBM overlayer from DCM with a variety of
different concentrations and spin speeds on top of a
predeposited 130 ± 5 nm thick P3HT underlayer (see
Supporting Information for more detailed experimental
procedures). The results in Figure 3 show that SqP films are
richer in PCBM than would be expected based upon our
previous estimates.20,43 When we fabricated photovoltaic
devices out of these active layers, we found that the optimal
device performance was achieved when the overlayer was spun
from a 10 mg/mL PCBM solution in DCM at a spin speed of
419 rad/s (4000 rpm), which corresponded to film
compositions with mass ratios between 1:0.8 and 1:1
P3HT:PCBM. We found that the run-to-run compositions
we obtained were highly reproducible when using solutions of
PCBM in DCM with concentrations less than 8 mg/mL but
that the commonly used 10 mg/mL concentration was too near
the PCBM solubility limit and gave run-to-run results that
varied between 1:0.8 and 1:1 P3HT:PCBM by mass for the
same spin conditions. In a particular run, though, we found that
a 10 mg/mL PCBM solution in DCM can give reproducible
compositions (Figure 3 error bars). In comparing the results of
Figure 3 to previously reported processing conditions for
P3HT:PCBM SqP devices, we conclude that optimal
P3HT:PCBM SqP active layers have a composition in the
same range as their optimal BC counterparts (1:0.8 to 1:1
P3HT:PCBM mass ratio; yellow bar in Figure 3), which is

surprising because it is not necessarily obvious that SqP should
have the same optimal composition as BC.11,44−48 Additionally,
in the Supporting Information (Figure S4) we show that a
PCBM content of ≈1:0.8 in SqP devices is necessary for good
device performance, and that SqP active layers do not operate
well at lower PCBM contents.
Figure 3 further shows that the SqP film composition can be

tuned over a wide range from 31 mass % PCBM (1:0.45 weight
ratio) to 58% PCBM by mass (1:1.37 weight ratio) by simply
changing the processing parameters for the PCBM overlayer
(i.e., solution concentration and spin speed). This allows us to
make better sense of the wide range of processing conditions in
the literature for P3HT:PCBM SqP films.18−21,23,24,26,45,46

Figure 3 suggests that when optimizing an SqP active layer
for device performance, the PCBM solution concentration and
deposition conditions are tuned for a given P3HT underlayer to
achieve a composition that is approximately the same as the
optimal composition for an equivalent BC film. Finally, we also
note that compositions for processing-condition combinations
not indicated in Figure 3 can be estimated from linear
extrapolation from the data in Figure 3. This analysis also can
be extended to previously published SqP morphology studies
where the overall composition was unknown.17,19,46

3.2. Morphology Differences of Matched SqP and BC
P3HT:PCBM Films. Given that the optimal device processing
conditions lead to SqP active layers with a similar composition
as that for optimal BC films, the next important question we
ask is whether or not the two different processing routes
produce the same nanoscale BHJ architecture. There have been
claims that SqP simply provides a more complex route to the
same BHJ structure as BC,45,46 so it is important to determine if
thickness- and composition-matched films produced via SqP
and BC have the same morphology. To investigate this
question, we fabricated a series of 1:0.8 P3HT:PCBM mass
ratio active layers via SqP, determining the composition as
above, and then made corresponding BC films with matching
composition and thickness (see Supporting Information for the
detailed matching recipe). In the following analysis, when we
refer to “matched” BC and SqP films, we mean films with
identical 1:0.8 composition ratios and identical total thicknesses
of 165 nm.
We begin by examining absorption spectra of matched films

produced by the two different processing routes since the
absorptive features of P3HT directly reflect its molecular
ordering.49 Figure 4 shows the thin-film absorbance of matched
annealed P3HT:PCBM SqP and BC films prepared in the
manner described in the Supporting Information. When
compared to the equivalent BC film, the P3HT:PCBM SqP
film shows stronger absorbance in the region associated with
aggregated P3HT as well as more pronounced vibronic
structure.49 We note that when repeating this measurement,
the absorbance of SqP films was more reproducible than the
corresponding BC films because the absorption of BC films is
highly sensitive to drying history, irrespective of thermal
annealing (see Supporting Information Figure S1).50 Although
this sensitivity to drying is especially prevalent with P3HT-
based BC films, aggregation-dependent absorption is a feature
of many molecular materials that are of interest for SqP solar
cells.51 Thus, Figure 4 provides the first evidence that SqP films
are less sensitive to processing kinetics than BC films, showing
that SqP can yield high-quality active layers that are less affected
by the details of the drying conditions.

Figure 3. Composition of P3HT/PCBM SqP active layers as a
function of the PCBM solution concentration in DCM and spin speed
used to create the overlayer. In all cases the P3HT underlayer was 130
± 5 nm thick. In this comparison, the optimal conditions for SqP solar
cell performance (cf. Figure 7) are 10 mg/mL, 419 rad/s (4000 rpm),
and 10 s. The optimal BC solar cell composition range is from ref 44.
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Perhaps more importantly, as discussed above, Figure 4 also
demonstrates that solid-film UV−vis absorbance cannot be
used to obtain reliable composition estimates: the two films
whose spectra are shown in Figure 4 have identical
compositions and thickness but different absorbances. This is
because the polymer absorption spectrum depends sensitively
on its local environment (e.g., degree of (para)crystallinity,
orientation, crystallite size, etc.). Additionally, solid-film
absorption measurements are strongly affected by reflectivity,
scattering, and thin-film interference,52 so that there is no
simple way to extract the composition. Thus, it is critical that
our redissolving method be used if accurate and reproducible
composition estimates are desired.
The differences in the spectra in Figure 4 also suggest that, in

the present comparison, the P3HT in the SqP films is more
crystalline than in matched, equivalently processed BC films.
The reason for this is that with SqP there is no PCBM to
inhibit aggregation when the polymer film is cast. This is an
important difference to consider when attempting to tailor a
polymer underlayer for ideal network formation. The effects of
annealing and interdiffusion on the SqP absorbance are
presented in the Supporting Information (Figure S3), showing
that the P3HT absorbance for SqP films is unchanged by
incorporation of the PCBM. We note, however, that slow-
drying of BC films can result in a similar polymer film
absorbance and thus presumably similar levels of P3HT
aggregation. For this work, however, we did not slow dry the
BC films because we wanted to make the best head-to-head
comparison with the SqP approach, which involves thermal
annealing instead of slow drying. We also note that our chosen
postprocessing conditions for BC P3HT:PCBM devices yield
similar solar cell performance to devices made by slow drying.53

Although absorption spectroscopy can provide a general
indication as to the relative crystallinity of P3HT in different
film environments, it does not provide detailed information
about the morphology of the polymer:fullerene networks in
such films. Thus, we examined the structure of our matched
annealed SqP and BC films using grazing-incidence X-ray
diffraction (GIXD). Although we collected the diffraction in 2-
D (Supporting Information Figure S7), Figure 5 shows the
radially integrated data, which immediately provides a sense of

the relative degree of crystallinity of the components in each of
the matched films. We emphasize that this integrated data is
representative of the differences in molecular order between
SqP and BC films because the experiment was conducted on
multiple samples that were rigorously thickness- and
composition-matched and examined under identical beamline
conditions (see Supporting Information for experimental and
analysis details). Indeed, Figure 5 confirms the general
conclusion we drew from Figure 4, showing not only that the
P3HT but also the PCBM exhibits stronger diffraction in
annealed SqP active layers. In particular, Figure 5 shows that
both the P3HT lamellar and π−π stacking order is greater in
SqP films. Further analysis of the P3HT (100) (not shown)
and (200) peaks, however, reveals that the full width half-
maximum (fwhm) of the diffraction peaks is slightly larger for
SqP derived layers (fwhm(100) = 0.039 Å−1 and fwhm(200) =
0.073 Å−1) than BC films (fwhm(100) = 0.035 Å−1 and fwhm(200)
= 0.053 Å−1), suggesting that despite increased order (which
would likely decrease the fwhm), the SqP morphology appears
to produce smaller domain sizes, a conclusion we support with
energy-filtered TEM tomography below. The stronger PCBM
diffraction in SqP films observed in Figure 5 also could be
partly due to the presence of a pure, thin PCBM overlayer on
top of the annealed SqP film, which would be consistent with
the XPS results presented below.
As briefly mentioned above, there are good reasons why

P3HT:PCBM SqP active layers should have more ordered
domains when compared to equivalent BC active layers. BC
films rely on spontaneous nanoscale phase separation during
film formation, which means that P3HT crystallization occurs
in the presence of a significant amount of PCBM. This initial
presence of PCBM will therefore play a significant role in
determining the final P3HT morphology as the blend
transitions from solution to solid film. With SqP P3HT:PCBM
active layers, on the other hand, the neat P3HT underlayer is
already formed and in the solid state when the PCBM is
introduced. During interdiffusion into the polymer matrix, the
PCBM primarily intercalates into the amorphous regions of the
P3HT,11 allowing the high initial crystallinity to remain intact
throughout processing (Figure S3).26,25 Thus, PCBM has a

Figure 4. Solid-film absorbance 1:0.8 P3HT:PCBM weight ratio, 165
nm thick matched SqP and BC films that were thermally annealed for
20 m at 150 °C. The significant difference in absorbance is due to
differences in P3HT crystallinity. The well-matched features in the
near-IR region, due to thin-film interference, show that the two films
indeed have similar thickness.

Figure 5. GIXD data of matched 1:0.8 P3HT:PCBM SqP and BC
films after thermal annealing for 20 m at 150 °C, showing stronger
diffraction in the SqP active layer. Each curve represents the integrated
intensity at each q averaged over three separate films.
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significantly reduced role in determining the overall morphol-
ogy in the SqP approach as opposed to the BC approach.
Lastly, we performed energy-filtered transmission electron

microscopy (EF-TEM) and tomography to examine the
morphologies of our matched-annealed SqP and BC films
(Figure 6). In EF-TEM, images of the specimen are formed
using electrons that have lost a specific amount of energy. This
imaging mode can be combined with electron tomography
techniques to produce a three-dimensional reconstruction of
the specimen from a series of two-dimensional EF-TEM
projections. This technique has proven quite useful for
P3HT:PCBM devices, where the contrast produced in
conventional bright-field TEM imaging is much lower due to
the similar electron scattering characteristics of the two
constituent materials. Several groups have reported results
using EF-TEM tomography to image the nanoscale morphol-
ogy of P3HT:PCBM devices.54−57 Our images were collected
in a similar fashion to this previous work (see Supporting
Information for details regarding data acquisition and
processing).
Figure 6 displays the results of this procedure for the

thickness- and composition-matched annealed SqP and BC
active layers. In-plane slices extracted from near the top (film/
air), middle, and bottom (film/PEDOT) sections of the EF-
TEM tomograms show the vertical distribution of the P3HT-
rich domains (bright) and PCBM-rich domains (dark). The
most striking differences in morphology exist near the substrate
interface, where it is clear that the SqP film has a much finer
nanometer-scale structure (Figure 6).58 Moving vertically
through the film toward the top surface (film/air) shows that
the matched SqP and BC active layers converge to a more
similar morphology, though the SqP has consistently smaller
overall domains and a finer structure (as also observed by
GIXD, above). We also note that EF-TEM is not surface
sensitive, and thus the near-top images in Figure 6 are actually
buried slightly below the top surfaces that are analyzed in the
next section by XPS and CELIV.

We hypothesize that the fine structure of the SqP film
morphology derives from the fact that polymer-layer formation
occurs in the absence of PCBM. When PCBM is present in
large amounts, as in the BC case, it carves out significant
volume during film formation. Upon annealing and polymer/
fullerene separation, some of the blended volume becomes
available for the P3HT to use in forming larger domains. In
SqP, the polymer matrix is already in the solid state, and thus
interdiffusion of PCBM does not significantly alter its fine
structure. Hence, in the BC case, the initial presence of PCBM
plays a more significant role in determining the polymer
morphology.
Although there are structural differences evident in Figure 6,

given the significantly different processing routes used (Figure
1), it is somewhat surprising that the two BHJ networks are
generally so similar. This suggests that for the P3HT:PCBM
materials combination, formation of a BHJ network on this
length scale can be achieved by multiple processing routes.46

However, our comparison of matched films using GIXD and
EF-TEM does show that the morphology obtained by the
traditional BC approach has larger and less ordered material
domains when compared to the SqP morphology, although
both BHJs have structure on similar length scales.

3.3. Top-Surface Composition of Matched SqP and BC
P3HT:PCBM Films. In addition to the overall crystallinity of
the components of a BHJ, photovoltaic performance also can
depend on the degree of vertical phase separation, i.e., the
composition distribution of the components in the direction
normal to the plane of the film.59,60 Since SqP films (prior to
thermal annealing) start with most of the fullerene on top, one
might expect that the degree of vertical phase separation could
be different in films produced via SqP and BC. To determine if
there actually is any difference, we measured the top and
bottom surface compositions of our matched annealed SqP and
BHJ active layers using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS).
For P3HT:PCBM blend films, XPS can provide an estimate

of the average surface composition by measuring the sulfur-to-

Figure 6. EF-TEM tomography slices of matched-annealed SqP and BC films showing the x−y plane (parallel to the substrate plane) for near the
top (film/air interface), middle, and bottom (film/substrate interface) regions of the films (see Supporting Information for details on how the
contrast was obtained). The SqP film has an overall finer nanometer-scale structure, especially in the region near the substrate; see text for details.
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carbon (S/C) ratio since the PCBM component does not
contain sulfur.61−63 By fitting the sulfur 2p and the carbon 1s
spectral lines (see Supporting Information for experimental and
analysis details), we found that the top (film/air) surface of
annealed SqP films is slightly richer in PCBM when compared
to annealed BC films (see Table 2). A statistical t-test for the
annealed top-surface data gives a significance level of p = 0.106,
indicating with a reasonable degree of confidence that the
surface composition is indeed slightly different, with the SqP
film having marginally more fullerene on the top surface than
the BC sample. The S/C ratio of as-cast SqP films, on the other
hand, is smaller than the annealed layer’s S/C ratio by more
than an order of magnitude (Table 2). This confirms that the
top surface of as-cast SqP P3HT/PCBM films are covered by
PCBM with only a very small fraction of P3HT, in agreement
with previously published XPS and neutron reflectivity
experiments.17,19 Interestingly, the bottom surface of both
SqP and BC films are significantly enriched in fullerene (Table
2), but there is no statistically significant difference in S/C ratio
for annealed films. Thus, our XPS results indicate that one
difference between matched-annealed P3HT:PCBM SqP and
BC films is that annealed SqP films are slightly richer in PCBM
at the top surface, a remnant of the initial SqP as-cast quasi-
bilayer structure.
As a way to better understand how differences in surface

composition can affect device characteristics, we measured the
equilibrium dark doping density of our matched BC and SqP
films using the CELIV technique.64 In CELIV, a linear reverse-
bias voltage ramp is applied to a device and the resulting
current is monitored. Most of the measured signal in this
experiment results from displacement current, since the device
acts as a capacitor, but if there are any mobile carriers present
due to doping, CELIV can easily and accurately measure their
presence. Integrating the CELIV transients (see Supporting
Information Figure S5) after subtracting the displacement
current gives the results that are summarized below in Table 2.
We find that there is indeed a correlation between the average
doping density measured by CELIV and the top-surface PCBM
content determined by the XPS S/C ratio. Specifically, the as-
cast SqP films have a substantial number of carriers in the dark
at zero bias, whereas annealed SqP devices have ≈7 times less
and annealed BC films have an undetectable (≤∼1014 cm−3)
number of dark carriers. To explain these results, we
hypothesize that the Ca cathode is doping PCBM at or around
the top interface (the device structure is ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
P3HT:PCBM/Ca/Al). This is consistent with other stud-
ies65−67 and provides further verification that annealed SqP
films have more PCBM on their top surface than equivalent
BCs. Moreover, this shows that CELIV can be used as a simple
and sensitive tool for examining the relative amount of fullerene
material at the metal/active-layer contact. We note that hole
doping of the P3HT from chemical contaminants cannot be
responsible for the CELIV signals because all the materials were
made using P3HT from the same batch and all the solutions
underwent identical processing. In the next section, we explore
how these morphological vertical composition differences affect
the performance of photovoltaic devices.

4. COMPARING THE DEVICE PHYSICS OF MATCHED
SqP AND BC P3HT:PCBM PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICES
4.1. Solar Cell Performance of Matched BC and SqP

P3HT:PCBM Films. Now that we understand the similarities
and differences in the nanometer scale morphology of

thickness- and composition-matched BC and SqP films, we
turn to photovoltaic devices based on these films. The details of
how the devices were fabricated are described in the Supporting
Information. Figure 7 and Table 1 compare the average

photovoltaic performance of matched 1:0.8 mass ratio
P3HT:PCBM SqP and BC active layers in standard ITO(150
nm)/PEDOT:PSS(35 nm)/active-layer(165 nm)/Ca(10 nm)/
Al(70 nm) devices under AM1.5 illumination. The data show

Figure 7. (a) Comparison of SqP vs BC device performance in the
standard ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active-layer/Ca/Al device structure. (b)
Larger-area device performance of matched SqP and BC solar cells.
The enhanced film quality of SqP devices results in better scalability
when compared to traditional BC as well as a lower overall device
shunt resistance. The error bars in (b) represent one standard
deviation obtained from averaging over eight devices; the error bars for
(a) are given in Table 1. Other device parameters are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2 (see also Figure 8).

Table 1. Photovoltaic Performance of Composition and
Thickness Matched SqP and BC Solar Cellsa

active layer

active
area

(mm2)
JSC

(mA/cm2) VOC (mV) FF (%) PCE (%)

annealed
SqP

7.2 8.3 ± 0.4 610 ± 8 66 ± 1 3.4 ± 0.2

annealed
BC

7.2 7.6 ± 0.5 622 ± 6 61 ± 3 2.9 ± 0.3

as-cast SqP 7.2 4.2 ± 0.3 429 ± 25 44 ± 4 0.8 ± 0.1
annealed
SqP

34 8.3 ± 0.5 580 ± 10 52 ± 3 2.5 ± 0.2

annealed
BC

34 8.7 ± 1.7 590 ± 10 39 ± 7 2.0 ± 0.4

aEach value for 7.2 mm2 active area devices is averaged over ∼30 solar
cells made on multiple substrates over multiple device fabrication runs.
Each value for 34 mm2 active area devices was averaged over eight
solar cells. Values after the ± represent one standard deviation.
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that annealed SqP devices are more efficient than the
corresponding matched annealed BC devices due to higher
short-circuit current densities (JSC) and fill factors (FF). The
larger JSC for SqP devices is almost certainly due to stronger
P3HT absorption (Figure 4), and the higher fill factor is likely
due to a better-ordered network (Figure 5) and higher shunt
resistance (Table 2). For completeness, in the Supporting
Information (Figure S2) we also compare the performance of
SqP and slow-dried BC active-layer devices, which have more
crystalline P3HT and thus more similar device efficiencies.
A major reason for the excellent performance of the larger-

area SqP active layers in Figure 7b is the overall film quality,
which visually is much better than that resulting from
traditional BC processing. This observation does not readily
manifest itself in the performance of small-area devices (Figure
7a), but does become apparent in larger-area cells (Figure 7b).
The error bars in Figure 7b represent one standard deviation
for at least eight independent large-area devices. Thus, Figure
7b and Table 1 clearly demonstrate that the SqP fabrication
approach is more amenable to scaling than the traditional BC
method, as the large-area SqP devices are both more efficient
and significantly more reproducible. We are presently working
on developing new fullerene casting solvents that will make SqP
more conducive to large-area deposition techniques such as
printing and blade-coating, which will allow the inherently
better SqP film quality and scalable morphology to be fully
exploited.
The reason for the differences in film quality between the

SqP and BC processing approaches arise from the radically
different means by which the donor:acceptor BHJ network is
created (Figure 1). Sequential processing is not influenced by
film-drying kinetics or cosolubility requirements but instead
relies on how well an acceptor molecule (PCBM here) can
intercalate into a semicrystalline polymer network. Blend-
casting, on the other hand, is more difficult to control because it
requires molecularly codissolved solutions that, upon casting,
must spontaneously yield the ideal amount of nanoscale phase
separation. This type of spontaneous phase-separation process
is not well understood and, more importantly, is inherently
ultrasensitive to processing conditions (e.g., deposition
conditions, film drying kinetics, use of solvent additives, etc.),
which is why optimizing the BC film morphology still relies
heavily on trial-and-error.68 Moreover, given the significant
differences in BHJ formation, it is reassuring that the SqP
method can reproduce and even surpass BC device perform-
ance for a set of molecules (i.e., P3HT and PCBM) that are
considered to be ideally suited for BC.
Figure 7a and Table 1 also present the photovoltaic

performance of matched as-cast SqP devices, which show far
inferior performance to annealed versions of both SqP and BC
cells.11 It is well-known that as-cast SqP films have more of a
bilayer structure than an intermixed BHJ morphology and that

this structure gives significantly worse photovoltaic perform-
ance.11,17,19 Since comparisons of as-cast and annealed SqP
P3HT:PCBM solar cells have been examined in other
work,11,17,19,23,26 we relegate further discussion of as-cast SqP
device performance to the Supporting Information.

4.2. Steady-State Device Physics of Matched SqP and
BC Films. To further understand how the differences in
morphology explored above are manifest in device behavior, we
analyzed the open-circuit voltage (VOC) as a function of light
intensity (I) (Table 2 and Figure 8a) and the dark diode
current density (J) as a function of applied voltage (V) (Table 2
and Figure 8b) for our matched BC and SqP devices. Our
methods for obtaining the values in Table 2 are detailed in the
Supporting Information. Since one might expect the morphol-
ogy differences to lead to differences in the recombination
process(es) occurring within the device, we focus in this section
on the diode ideality factor (nid).

69−73 The ideality factor
derives from the slope of the linear region in a semilogarithmic
dark J−V or VOC vs I plot and primarily reflects the dominant
recombination mechanism occurring within the semiconductor
active layer. Ideality factors are unitless and typically range from
1 to 2, though values outside this range are possible.69,74 An
ideality factor of 1 is consistent with more ideal band-to-band
recombination processes, whereas an ideality factor of 2 is
consistent with trap-assisted recombination through midgap
states. The recombination processes that give rise to
intermediate ideality factors between 1 and 2 are not readily
evident and must be evaluated on a contextual basis, though
these values are often closely tied to trap-assisted recombina-
tion.71

Table 2 shows that the ideality factors we extract for
matched-annealed SqP and BC devices are identical whether
evaluated from dark J−V curves or from VOC vs I. The reason
for the discrepancy between nid’s obtained from dark J−V and
from VOC vs I analysis is the subject of some controversy and is
discussed in detail elsewhere.69,75 As mentioned above, the
nonunity ideality factors in Table 2 for both the BC and SqP
devices are consistent with a significant amount of trap-assisted
recombination, likely through a distribution of trap ener-
gies.70−72 If the ideality factor is considered to be representative
of bulk recombination processes, then our results surprisingly
suggest that the dominant recombination mechanism(s) is(are)
the same in matched-annealed SqP and BC films, despite the
rather significant differences in overall crystallinity and more
subtle differences in BHJ network morphology. Our results thus
suggest that the interfacial density of states and recombination
processes are similar in optimized SqP and BC films and not as
strongly correlated with domain size and molecular ordering as
one might have expected. This conclusion is also consistent
with our subgap EQE and transient measurements, discussed
below.

Table 2. Diode Characteristics of Composition and Thickness Matched SqP and BC Solar Cellsa,b

active layer nid (dark J−V) nid (VOC vs I) Rseries (Ω·cm2) Rshunt (×10
5 Ω·cm2)

av dark carrier
density (cm−3)

XPS S/C ratio, film/air
interface (×10−3)

XPS S/C ratio, film/glass
interface (×10−3)

annealed
BC

1.29 ± 0.04 1.18 ± 0.01 2.4 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 1.7 <1015 41 ± 7 12 ± 3

annealed
SqP

1.31 ± 0.05 1.19 ± 0.03 2.4 ± 0.4 19.0 ± 13.3 1.1 × 1015 35 ± 4 17 ± 7

as-cast SqP 1.54 ± 0.12 1.46 ± 0.01 34.9 ± 5.9 1.9 ± 1.2 7.2 × 1015 1.7 ± 0.3
aThe diode characteristics are averaged over ∼30 solar cells made on multiple substrates over multiple device fabrication runs. All values after the ±
represent one standard deviation. bDevice active area of 7.2 mm2.
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Further analysis of the J−V curves in Figure 8 also allows us
to extract the effective external series and shunt resistances of
our matched BC and SqP devices (see Supporting Information
for analysis details). When we perform this analysis, also
summarized in Table 2, we find that annealed SqP devices have
a substantially higher shunt resistance than the BC devices,
which can be readily observed in the low bias region of Figure
8b. This is likely another manifestation of the visually better
film quality of annealed SqP devices, since macroscopic film
defects facilitate leakage current. The effective series resistances
for matched BC and SqP annealed active layers, on the other
hand, are identical, which indicates that the devices are well
matched in terms of contact and interlayer properties. As-cast
SqP dark device data is discussed in the Supporting
Information.
4.3. Recombination Kinetics and Interfacial Density of

States of Matched SqP and BC OPVs. Given that the J−V
curves of matched-annealed SqP and BC devices (over small
active areas) are so similar, the question is: do the morphology

differences that result from the different processing routes make
any noticeable difference in the device physics that is not
evident from the J−V curves? To answer this question, we first
used transient photovoltage (TPV) and transient photocurrent
(TPC) techniques to study the recombination kinetics in our
matched films. TPV measures the return-to-steady-state decay
of the VOC after a small light-pulse perturbation, while TPC
examines the response of the JSC to this same light pulse. TPV
provides a good window into the recombination kinetics since
at VOC, the excess perturbation charges must decay via
recombination.76 TPC, on the other hand, is dominated by
carrier sweep-out and is therefore used to measure the amount
of photogenerated charge caused by the perturbation pulse.
TPC and TPV have been widely used in the organic solar cell
community to determine excess-carrier recombination rates as a
function of total average excess-carrier density (n).77−83 The
information obtained from TPC, TPV, and related techniques
are highly relevant because the entire J−V curve at multiple
light intensities can be reconstructed from the analy-
sis.6,80,82,84−86

Figure 9 compares the average excess-carrier recombination
properties of two annealed SqP (black squares) and two

annealed BC (red circles) devices as derived from our TPC/
TPV analysis (see Supporting Information for details). As is
typically found in polymer:fullerene BHJs, the carrier lifetime
(τ) is observed to depend more strongly on the total average
carrier concentration (n) than would be expected for the case of
ideal band-to-band recombination (τ ∼ n−1). The relationship
that we observe (τ ∼ n−γ, where γ > 1) is consistent with a
significant contribution by trap-assisted (Shockley−Read−
Hall)87 recombination through a distribution of trap energies,
which is also in agreement with our ideality factor analysis
above.71−73 Thus, Figure 9 shows that despite the modestly
different nanometer-scale morphologies and significantly differ-
ent molecular ordering, the SqP and BC processing routes yield
devices that have essentially identical recombination kinetics as
measured by TPC/TPV. This again suggests that although the
nanoscale architecture of SqP and BC BHJ films is different, the

Figure 8. Photovoltaic behavior of matched, annealed BC (red
cirlcles/curves), and as-cast (blue triangles/curves) and annealed
(black squares/curves) SqP devices. (a) VOC as a function of light
intensity. The VOC of annealed SqP devices rises faster at lower light
intensity than that of BC devices because of a larger shunt resistance.
Beyond the shunt-dominated regime, the annealed SqP VOC almost
uniformly tracks the annealed BC except for a ∼12 mV offset. The
inset shows the differential ideality factor. (b) Dark J−V characteristics
of 7.2 mm2 active area devices. Clearly, the annealed SqP has
significantly less leakage current than the annealed BC while the as-
cast SqP has both higher series resistance and lower shunt resistance.

Figure 9. Total carrier lifetime plotted as a function of total (trapped
plus free) average excess-carrier concentration relative to short circuit
in the dark, as obtained from analysis of TPV and TPC measurements.
The data for each active-layer type is composed of the results from two
different solar cells. These recombination kinetics suggest that the
interfacial electronic properties of matched annealed SqP (black
squares) and BC (red circles) films is essentially identical, despite the
differences in component crystallinity and BHJ architecture between
them.
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recombination kinetics are not terribly sensitive to these
structural differences, but instead are likely dominated by
interfacial structure and mixing at the boundary of P3HT and
PCBM domains.
To further confirm these ideas, we directly measured the

interfacial density of states distributions in these BHJ structures
using subgap external quantum efficiency (EQE) measure-
ments.74 Subgap EQE details a solar cell’s photoresponse to
subenergy-gap photoexcitation and has previously been
interpreted as reflecting the joint density of interfacial states
in polymer:fullerene BHJs.88 The lowest energy portion of the
EQE spectrum in particular has been shown to correlate well
with solar cell performance, dark diode characteristics, and
intentionally introduced defects.70,88−90

Figure 10 shows the EQE of our matched annealed SqP
(black curve/square) and BC (red curve/circles) devices. The

differences in the above-gap EQE (Figure 10 inset) are
consistent with the differences in absorption seen above in
Figure 4; the higher EQE at ≈600 nm reflects the fact that the
P3HT is more crystalline in the SqP case. When integrated
against the AM 1.5G solar spectrum, the predicted JSC values
are 8.05 and 7.29 mA/cm2 for the annealed SqP and BC
devices, respectively, in reasonable agreement with the
measured JSC values in Table 1. Interestingly, the subgap
EQE signal involving interfacial transitions (below ≈1.5 eV) is
nearly identical for annealed SqPs and BCs, again suggesting
that the two routes yield essentially the same interfacial
electronic properties despite the measured differences in
morphology, molecular crystallinity, and doping. More
specifically, these similarities indicate that, in these BHJs, the
overall molecular ordering and nanoscale morphology is not
necessarily directly coupled to the molecular structure at the
heterojunction interfaces. Indeed, the interfacial properties for
optimal P3HT:PCBM appear to be highly robust, which is
perhaps one reason why this materials combination consistently
photogenerates mobile charges with high yield.

Taken together, Table 2 and Figures 7−10 jointly support
our broad claim that, despite modestly different nanometer-
scale morphologies and doping densities and significant
differences in molecular ordering and crystallinity, the
interfacial electronic processes in matched annealed SqP and
BC photovoltaic devices are essentially identical.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have presented an extensive comparison of the
morphology and device performance/characteristics of thick-
ness- and composition-matched P3HT:PCBM SqP and BC
active layers. Since the composition of SqP active layers was not
previously known to an accurate degree, we invented a method
for obtaining the overall composition of a polymer/fullerene
SqP film based on redissolving and analyzing the dilute-solution
absorption spectrum. We showed that our solution-based
method is both accurate and reproducible. When applying this
technique, we found that the optimal composition of
P3HT:PCBM SqP and BC active layers falls in the same
range (44−50 mass % PCBM). Despite the similarity in
composition, annealed SqP active layers yield better device
performance due to both enhanced absorption from more
crystalline P3HT and superior film quality. The improved film
quality of SqP active layers plays a major role in enhancing the
performance of larger-area devices, which indicates that the SqP
approach is more amenable to scaling than the traditional BC
approach. GIXD, UV−vis absorption, and energy-filtered
transmission electron tomography all show that annealed SqP
active layers have a finer-scale blend morphology as well as
more ordered polymer and fullerene domains when compared
to equivalently processed BC active layers. XPS analysis reveals
a top interface for SqP films that is slightly richer in PCBM
when compared to matched BC active layers, an observation
also supported by CELIV measurements of PCBM doping at
the cathode interface. Despite these clear morphological
differences, measurements of the carrier recombination kinetics
from TPC and TPV experiments and the distribution of
interface states from subgap EQE measurements all indicate
that the interfacial electronic processes occurring at
P3HT:PCBM heterojunctions are essentially identical for
matched annealed SqP and BC active layers. This suggests
that modest differences in network order do not make a large
impact on the interfacial electronic processes, perhaps explain-
ing why the BHJ morphology has worked so well despite the
lack of processing control over its nanometer-scale architecture.
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